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ABSTRACT
We describe the AT&T recognition system used in the DARPA
Large Vocabulary Conversational Speech Recognition (LVCSR-
98) evaluation. It is based on multi-pass rescoring of weighted
Finite State Machines (FSMs) using progressively more accu-
rate acoustic models. Acoustic models used in the system are
all gender independent. They are based on three state context-
dependent hidden Markov models using Gaussian mixtures. The
recognition paradigm uses the baseline system to generate a set
of word lattices. Subsequent passes use Vocal Tract Normaliza-
tion (VTN), Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression (MLLR)
adaptation and ROVER to further refine the recognition output.
All the acoustic models (except for one of the additional models
used in the ROVER experiments) employed models of alterna-
tive pronunciations to improve recognition performance. The
overall recognition word error rate on the LVCSR-98 evaluation
set was 44.1 %.

1. INTRODUCTION
Large Vocabulary Conversational Speech Recognition (LVCSR)
evaluations are organized by DARPA approximately once a year.
Tha latest evaluation was in Sept. 1998, hence LVCSR-98 eval-
uation. The objective of the long-term effort is to improve the
recognitionaccuracy of truly spontaneous conversational speech
recorded over the telephone. The training data and the evalua-
tion data consists of parts of two databases. TheSwitchboard
database is a collection of conversations between subjects on a
predefined topic. TheCall Homedatabase is a collection of con-
versations between subjects and their family members/friends
with no constraints on the topic. Although there is an order
of magnitude moreSwitchboardtraining data, there is the same
amount of evaluation data from the two data sets.

The combination of unconstrained topic and vocabulary, limited
bandwidth, network distortions, environment noise and the spon-
taneity of speech (including all disfluencies that occur in spon-
taneous speech), result in relatively low recognition accuracy
rates, despite the ability to use multi-pass strategies and allowing
non-real-time scenarios for off-line recognition.

Despite the apparently low recognitionaccuracy rates, many re-
cent developments indicate that recognitionaccuracy achieved
on the LVCSR-98 evaluation data can be sufficient to automate
many tasks quite successfully. For example, it has been shown
that in providing automated services over the telephone via natu-
ral, spoken dialog, call-classification success rate was over 80%
[2]. For some call types it was better than 90%, despite recog-
nition wordaccuracy of about 50%. Also, there is evidence that
retrieval of spoken documents from recognized strings can be as
accurate as retrieval from human transcription of the same doc-
uments [6] with recognition wordaccuracy of about 70 %.

2. TRAINING DATA
The official training set is open to any publicly available speech
and text data. However, in practice most sites participating in the
evaluations use the original collections of recordings from the
Switchboarddatabase (Switchboard 1). Switchboard 2, which
are the more recent recordings, are reserved for the evaluation
data. In addition, a predefined number of recordedCall Home
conversations are included in the training data set. The major
difficulty with the training data is that it is segmented intoturns
using an automatic procedure. The result contains many error-
ful segmentations of conversations into utterance-length turns.
There is now an effort at Mississippi State University to clean
up both the segmentation into turns and transcriptions, which
should increase uniformity in training data quality among differ-
ent sites participating in the evaluations.

Since this was our first attempt at building an LVCSR system, we
obtained transcriptions and segmentations into turns for a subset
of Switchboard 1andCall Homedatabases from the group at
BBN, including the pronouncing dictionary, all of which they
used to prepare for the previous evaluation. This resulted in the
total of 92 hours of speech (not including silences) and about 200
thousand utterances/turns. Of the 92 hours of speech, about 10
hours of speech was from theCall Homedatabase, the rest from
Switchboard 1. Unlike most other sites, we did not include the
40 conversation sides from the Eval-96 data set, approximately
3 hours of speech. The lexical transcriptions and the dictionary
included five types of noise: ambient noise, breath noise, cough,
laughter and mouth noise. In training, the noise acoustic models
were allowed to occur only when so marked in the transcriptions.
In recognition, they could occur at any place that silence was
allowed to occur in the recognized string.

All of the available text data fromSwitchboard 1(3 million
words) andCall Home(200 thousand words) transcriptions were
used for building the language model. In addition we included
116 million words of the ‘Broadcast News’ text when building
the interpolated language models.

3. LANGUAGE MODELS
The language model we used in the experiments were all stan-
dard Katz trigram backoff models. The vocabulary size was
22363 words. The full trigram model was reduced in size us-
ing the Seymore and Rosenfeld technique [5]. The final trigram
model had 22 thousand unigrams, 1.1 million bigrams and 2.3
million trigrams. Linear interpolation between the three sub-
sets of the text training data,Switchboard 1transcriptions,Call
Hometranscriptions and ‘Broadcast News’ text used the weights
of 0.8, 0.1 and 0.1 respectively. The weights were chosen to
minimize the word error rate on the development test set. We
used the official development set for the 98 evaluation (Dev-98),
which was the evaluation set from 1997 (Eval-97). The perplex-
ity on the text development set (about 20 thousand words) was
84.
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4. LEXICAL MODELS
The development of the baseline system involved the use of
many different pronunciation lexicons and phoneme sets. This
was mostly caused by the initial problems we had in building the
baseline system, which prompted us to replace different parts of
the system in order to verify that it was not causing what we felt
was inferior recognition performance.

We primarily used PronLex and BBN lexicons for the different
systems we built, always using the same WS97 wordlist of 22
thousand words. We also tried lexicons based on the AT&T
TTS, including the lexicon based on the multiple pronunciation
system developed for the NAB evaluations [3]. Each one of the
four lexicons we tried had its own phone set. We also added mul-
tiple pronunciations to the PronLex system using the methods of
the WS97 Pronunciation Modeling team [1], namely:

1. phonetically transcribing the training set w/ an ICSI
decision-tree based pronunciation model

2. culling frequently seen alternative pronunciations in these
transcriptions and adding them to the baseline lexicon
along with their relative frequencies

Both BBN lexicon and the PronLex lexicon were augmented by
specific symbols for pause fillers (‘ah’ and ‘m’ only) and the five
noises. The differences between the lexicons and phoneme sets
was marginal, and they were mostly used for debugging.

5. ACOUSTIC MODELS
We generated a total of five different models for LVCSR-98 eval-
uation. There was one baseline model, and four additional mod-
els used in the final recognition passes in parallel, whose outputs
were combined in the final ROVER pass.

The baseline model was based on triphonic 3-state left-to-right
HMMs. It contained 28449 HMMs, 10155 states and a total of
133670 Gaussian mixture components. It also had a set of HMM
gamma duration distributions as the duration model. The com-
plete training process is shown in Figure 1. The baseline model
is completed in the first three blocks in the diagram, up until the
VTN training. The additional models include one model with es-
sentially the same topology, but a different lexicon and phoneme
set. That model had to be trained from the beginning. The other
two models shared the lexicon with the baseline model, but had a
different topology - one used tetraphone HMMs, while the other
used pentaphone HMMs. Those two models shared the seg-
mentations used for generating context clusters with the baseline
model. The baseline model was used to find VTN scale factors
for all of the speakers in the training set. Those scaling factors
were used to build all of the final four models. After the mod-
els were built using the warped data, each underwent Speaker
Adaptive Training (SAT). SAT training consisted of four stages:

1. Find seven MLLR transformations (one for silence) for ev-
ery training speaker

2. Use those adaptation matrices to adapt the model and re-
segment the data, adapting the model separately for every
speaker

3. Re-estimate the model Gaussian mean values

4. Re-estimate the model Gaussian variances

After the SAT training, the baseline model had the same number
of HMMs and states, and virtually the same number of Gaus-
sian densities. A similar, triphonic model based on the BBN-
provided lexicon had 33304 HMMs, 14506 states and 171312
Gaussian densities. The tetraphonic model had 85882 HMMs,
14661 states and 176481 Gaussian densities, and the penta-
phonic model had 75475 HMMs, 17693 states abd 203203 Gaus-
sian densities.

5.1. General Finite-State Context-Dependency
Our goal was to build acoustic models with very flexibly defined
contexts in order to improve recognitionaccuracy. The method
chosen to implement the process of clustering contexts is as fol-
lows:

� Feature Definition: Define relevant features or ‘questions’
for desired contexts by regular expressions. E.g., ’Is there a
voiced stop within this word that is one phone to the left?’:
[bdg]

� Feature Computation: Compile these features into Finite
State Transducers (FSTs) and parse training set transcrip-
tions into features by FST application

� Context Learning: Use decision trees to learn a mapping
from training set transcription features to ‘good’ contexts
based on reduction in variance of acoustic front-end fea-
tures.

� Context Compilation: Compile decision trees into a
finite-state context-dependency transducer using modified
version of tree compilation in [7] (improved greatly for
compilation speed and compactness of result).

� Context Application: Compose, determinize, and mini-
mize the application of context-dependency transducer to
the lexicon and the grammar. Result gives a very fast
recognition system [4].

The current results in terms of the number of arcs of a network
generated by the composition of the context-dependency trans-
ducer, the lexicon and the language model are as follows:

� Triphonic model – 347244 transitions

� Tetraphone, full cross-word model (two phones to left) –
1624494 transitions

� Pentaphone within-word, triphonic cross-word model –
433090 transitions

6. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The recognition system used in the LVCSR-98 evaluation is
based on a cascade of rescoring of word lattices using progres-
sively more accurate acoustic and language models. The first
pass outputs word lattices as finite state machines (FSMs). The
pruning thresholds were selected so that the lattice word error
rate was in the 10-15 % range for theSwitchboardportion of the
Dev-98 data set. The resulting FSMs arc costs are then converted
to solely language model costs. Those lattices are rescored using
the best acoustic model available. Figure 2 shows the block dia-
gram of the recognition system. After the word lattices are gen-
erated, the best path through the lattices are extracted for every
speaker/conversation side. They are used in selecting the VTN
scale factors. We select the cepstra computed with the chosen
VTN scale factor and rescore the lattices using an acoustic model
that was trained on warped data. The recognition result from
this pass is used for alignment with the cepstra and estimation
of one global transformation matrix for MLLR adaptation. The
rescoring result using the adapted model is used as the adaptation
reference transcription for a set of four parallel experiments us-
ing different acoustic models. We use this reference output, with
each model, to generate new adaptation transformation matrices.
For every model we generate one transformation matrix for the
silence, and four transformations for the remaining mean values
of the Gaussian density functions. The Gaussian density func-
tions are clustered into four classes using k-means clustering.
Different combinations of the four rescoring results are finally
used in the ROVER experiments.



Tree−based clustering of phonemic
contexts for triphones, tetraphones
and pentaphones

Baseline segmentations using
CI models − 2 passes first with
8, then 24 mixture components

Use the model to find VTN
scaling factors that maximize
likelihood on the training
data

Re−estimate the model
mean values

Re−estimate the model
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Normalize the training data by
warping the spectra using the
VTN scaling factors

Re−segment the data using the 
adapted model

SAT training
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clustering training using models
with clustered de−correlations
(one per CI model state, 12 m.c.)

Use the segmentations and the 
warped training data to build
a new VTN model,  var. # m.c.

FInd MLLR transformations for 
every training conversation side

Figure 1: Training of the AT&T LVCSR-98 Recognition System

6.1. ROVER
ROVER is a final pass that uses comparable multiple outputs of
the previous pass generated using four different acoustic models.
Each of the models in the previous pass generated output FSMs
with the combined acoustic/language/pronunciation/duration
costs. ROVER is achieved by first intersecting multiple output
FSMs generated by different acoustic models. Next we find the
best path through the resulting lattice. This method is equiva-
lent to finding the highest probability solution assuming the hy-
potheses from the different systems are statistically independent.
Occasionally there is no common path in the lattices that are be-
ing intersected. In this case we use the default model’s output
instead of an empty string.

6.2. RECOGNITION RESULTS
We developed the LVCSR-98 recognition system by running ex-
periments on theSwitchboardhalf of the Dev-98 (which is same
as Eval-97) data set. The recognition results are shown in Ta-
ble 1. It is important to note that ROVER indeed does im-
prove performance. However, there are other ways to achieve
the same effect. In the results it appears that in the final pass be-
fore ROVER triphone-BBN-ph (triphonic model trained using
the BBN phoneme set) has accuracy 1% higher than the equiv-
alent PronLex triphone model. If we use a model based on the
BBN phoneme set to do all the initial passes, instead of the Pron-
Lex based model, the inverse is the case. It seems that using one
kind of a model to rescore moderately large lattices and using
reference transcriptions obtained from another model for use in
MLLR adaptation can also achieve ROVER-like effect. Table
2 gives comparable best results for single models and ROVER
on the LVCSR-98 evaluation data. BothSwitchboardandCall
Homeresults are presented, as well as the overall recognition
error rate. Finally, Table 3 provides a breakdown of processing
load for each of the steps in the complete recognition process.

System MLLR transf. Word Error Rate (%)
triphone-baseline 0 46.0
triphone-VTN 0 43.9
triphone 1 40.1
triphone 5 39.6
triphone-BBN-ph 5 38.6
tetraphone 5 38.3
pentaphone 5 37.8

ROVER
system 1 system 2 Word Error Rate (%)
triphone triphone-BBN-ph 38.4
triphone-BBN-ph tetraphone 37.5
triphone-BBN-ph pentaphone 37.2
tetraphone pentaphone 37.3

Table 1: Recognition Results – Switchboard-Eval-97

Error Rate (%)
System Overall SWBD CH
triphone 46.9 44.9 48.9
triphone-BBN-ph 45.7 43.5 47.9

ROVER
System Overall SWBD CH
triphone + triphone-BBN-ph 45.5 43.4 47.7
tetraphone + pentaphone 44.4 41.6 47.2
triphone-BBN-ph + pentaphone 44.1 41.6 46.5

Table 2: Recognition Results – LVCSR-Eval-98
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Adaptation using MLLR
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Adaptation using MLLR
with 5 full transformations
and rescoring using a
pronlex triphone model

Adaptation using MLLR
with 5 full trsansformations
and rescoring using
triphone model based on
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Adaptation using MLLR
with 5 full transformations
and rescoring using a
pronlex tetraphone model

Adaptation using MLLR
with 5 full transformations
and rescoring using a
pronlex pentaphone model

ROVER

Figure 2: AT&T LVCSR-98 Recognition System

First pass – lattice generation 61.0 x rt
Estimation of VTN factors 3.0 x rt
Rescoring with warped cepstra 6.7 x rt
MLLR (1 transformation matrix) 1.0 x rt
Rescoring with adapted models 6.8 x rt
MLLR (5 transformation matrices) 1.0 x rt
Rescoring with adapted models 5.8 x rt
MLLR (5 transformation matrices) 1.0 x rt
Rescoring with alternative adapted models6.1 x rt
TOTAL 92.4 x rt

Table 3: Execution Time - The processing was done on SGI Ori-
gin 195MHZ R10000 machines

By far the most significant step is the first pass that generates
word lattices. Rescoring of those lattices is comparatively inex-
pensive, even with much larger and computationally expensive
models.

7. CONCLUSION
We have presented our first attempt at building an LVCSR recog-
nition system for use in the DARPA evaluations on theSwitch-
boardandCall Homespeech corpora. The system consists of
an initial recognition step which outputs word lattices which are
then rescored using progressively more accurate acoustic mod-
els. Such architecture also results in a low computational load
for all but the initial recognition pass. We have also demon-
strated a new way of achieving improved recognition results by
combining the output of different recognition systems by inter-
secting output word lattices.
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